Time frame for the candidates of a Computer Based Recruitment Test (CBRT) conducted by the Commission for making representations on the questions asked in the CBRT.

**Online Question Paper Representation Portal (QPRep)**

(i) For each CBRT, a time frame of 7 days (a week) i.e. from the next day of the CBRT Date to 6.00 p.m. of the 7th day is fixed for the candidates to make representations to the Commission on the questions asked in the CBRT.

(ii) Such representation must be submitted through the “Online Question Paper Representation Portal (QPRep)” only by accessing the following URL: [http://upsconline.nic.in/miscellaneous/CBRT-QPRep/](http://upsconline.nic.in/miscellaneous/CBRT-QPRep/).

(iii) No representation by email/post/hand or by any other mode shall be accepted and the Commission shall not involve into any correspondence with the candidates in this regard.

(iv) No representation shall be accepted under any circumstances after this window of 7 days is over and the Commission shall not involve into any correspondence with the candidates in this regard.

(v) The above Portal will be available for submitting representations from the next day after the CBRT is concluded.